Canadian Dental Protective Association

Professional Assistance Dentist to Dentist

The CDPA is a federally incorporated non-profit corporation run by Dentists For Dentists. Our organization is run on a mutual benefit assistance premise where all funds from members are used to enable us to carry out our aims to assist our members. We are a financially strong and responsible association that is responsive to our members needs.

What we do:

• Risk management assistance
• Case management action
• Education through seminars
• Our State-of-Art Web site
• E-bulletins
• Quarterly e-letter
• Malpractice insurance (except Ontario & Quebec)

Our assistance is there when your right to practice may be jeopardized.
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Seminars:
We offer throughout the year a series of professional seminars free of charge to our members presented by experts on topics in both dental and legal fields for the education of our members. These seminars are designed to keep you our member well informed on relevant risk management situations. Advise that each member can use in his day-to-day practice.

Communications:
Our Web Based Management System (WBMS) is state of the art and allows you as members almost immediate contact with our organization. Our website www.cdpa.com contains relevant information regarding seminars, upcoming events and interesting and informative risk management situations and advice. In an effort to keep members informed about urgent and important matters we have the capabilities through out E-Bulletin to reach out to our membership very quickly via electronic media. Our quarterly E-Letter will give members detailed accounts of situations where risk management advice has been utilized and articles from our panel of lawyers on significant legal matters.

Risk Management Assistance:
Our most prized asset is the ability to respond to our members concerns promptly. As we are not bound by a contract there are no papers and forms to fill out prior to you receiving Risk Management Assistance. If we can assist you before a situation escalates we may be able to control an unpleasant incident and alleviate your concerns. This will save our members considerable anguish. If a situation evolves into a “college complaint” or an insurance investigation and you are eligible for assistance we will assign a lawyer and there is NO cost to you.

What DENTISTS Say!

“CDPA helped me when I ran into a clinical problem during treatment, and my patient called me the next day and was very upset. They helped me with prompt advice to resolve the problem.”

Dr. Markham Ontario

“When I received a complaint letter from the RCDSO, I contacted CDPA. They helped get my information together and referred me to a lawyer. The matter was resolved successfully and it didn’t cost me anything!”

Dr. Toronto, ON

I discovered a case of employee fraud, I didn’t know what to do and I called CDPA. They gave me advice on whom to contact. They guided me through the process.”

Dr. Vancouver BC